
IR temperature sensor, testing, algorithms, porting, documen-
tation, collaborative product planning.

Contact

Marie Hildebrand GrevilCV
Programming | Digital Systems | Electronics Engineering

mariegrevil@gmail.com

(+45) 60 72 14 06

/in/mariegrevil

Aalborg, Denmark

Education

Curious and with a flair for programming. Experienced with 
different abstraction levels, and ready to apply existing knowledge 
to new areas. Observant and focused when working, building up 
intuition for the system at hand. Open-minded and mediating 
colleague, and with a strong sense of responsibility for the work 
that needs to be delivered.

Work Experience

Languages
Danish

English

Spanish

Native proficiency

Fluent proficiency

Limited working proficiency

2023
Netcompany A/S
Operations Engineer

2018- Bachelor of Engineering in Electronics
Aalborg University

Application deploys, database handling, change requests, alerts, 
troubleshooting, automation, internal documentation.

I was part of a team exclusively focused on 3 customers, one of 
which had 20+ interacting applications, while another required 
perfect service uptime due to its critical role in Danish infra-
structure.

Embedded systems, desktop applications, sensors and actuators, 
signal processing, network, project planning, prototyping, testing, 
documentation.

2021
Really A Robot APS
Intern

Other Experience

2020
De Studerendes Erhvervskontakt
Volunteer

Intranet, API, event planning, promotion, copywriting.

2023

Hard Skills
C | PHP | HTML

CSS | MySQL

MATLAB | LaTeX

Microsoft Office

JavaScript | Lua

VHDL | Jenkins

Visual Studio

Git | Linux

C++ | Assembly

Python | Qt

About Me
I live in the outskirts of Aalborg with my partner and our cat. I like being 
physically active, walking in both the city and in nature, but I also enjoy 
spending time indoors. My hobbies include fiber arts (cross stitch, crochet, 
knitting), games (MTG, WoW, D&D), as well as solving anything from 
jigsaw to logic puzzles. I consider myself a curious person, and I like 
learning about things that at first glance seem mysterious to me.

References
Available upon request.

Soft Skills
Analytical thinker

Problem solver

Persistent

Independent

Cooperative

Observant

Adaptable

Conscientious
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